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Cranes dominate the downtown Los Angeles skyline. 
They’re markers of change, as the historical city centre shifts 
away from its rough-and-tumble past – with gang and police 
violence part of its once-dystopian identity – to welcome a 
new age. A large area divided into several districts, DTLA 
(as it’s known to locals) has been coming back to life since 
the massive Staples Center, home to LA’s professional sports 
teams, was built nearly 20 years ago, attracting new crowds 
to the area. DTLA has one foot in the old world, one in the 
new, walking the gritty line that lends the neighbourhood 
its charm and appeal. With its mainstay businesses and 
buildings getting spruced up and a mass immigration of 
young talent coming in to share their craft, this is where 
Los Angeles’ history meets its future.  

ᦈ᮲Ў߅ڵϡϳগ۷䩟ࣘᕷЯс࣪ᆝᏒϡᏇؙ䩟ॏѼؚИ༙ݿݯ䩟ԔԄѼϤНӿϽІѼ
ѶϡٞԚں٤䦚ؚИࢣၹЯֶ҆҆صԺቜ䩟ࣵڜϡЎ߅ڵ䩟Ԝ௮௲ᘎяϤנๆϡ
ϡઁڊЈЖב௨䩟ԔѳϨ䩟ᦈ᮲Ԝࣽ࠳ϡڵӿൌϡફҨѨխ䩟߲Ҭϥ϶ϫ഻ॱҏݧܪ䩭ࢣ
ெ䦚ԄсϪטЅϡ䦯'7/$䦰䩟سᦈ᮲Ўڵ䩟ϥϣϫܰራϡс߅䩟дюЄϫЩ߅䦚Іԩ
টݡ૦টЅКए��ёӓюൠѓћ䩟ᦈ᮲Ўཱྀ۬߅ڵ౾ҘТӠ䵋϶ϫϽԾఖϥڵЄݒ
ϣծഎײӓ䩟јИԄѼϾϨป״ॴыܧՂड़ࠫግϡҰԾఖ䩟Ͻळੁӓϰச䩟ґϨੰ
ଵϮܦϮު䦚ױݞ䩟'7/$ѳϨюЊЈ๎ےϡсҤ䩟ӎЖ߈خЯԷᵐຓҨ䦚ڨЯҰϴҲф
အѡ䦚ےϰϡ۔䩟ᦈ᮲ӔϰϺОЧӿױЖױҺϪҥቜ۠䩟ڳ䩟ёࢣՊЈڀနࠃ

A BRIEF HISTORY ᦈ᮲ߢ

1781 The city is 
founded as El 

Pueblo de Nuestra Señora 
la Reina de los Ángeles del 
Río de Porciúncula (and 
shortened to Los Angeles 
soon after).
�Њ䦯(O�3XHEOR�GHܒЖϡӜڵࠃ
1XHVWUD�6HyRUD�OD�5HLQD�GH�ORV�
ÊQJHOHV�GHO�5䲓R�GH�3RUFL䲛QFXOD䦰
䩛ѕᒺࣲ૯ϳٍҏњ䩜䩟Ϥ
ڡिЊ/RV�$QJHOHV䩛՝ߢҏћڜ
ஏܭҺ䦯ϳٍҏڵ䦰䩜䦚

1917 Grand Central 
Market opens 

on Broadway, quickly 
growing to more than 
90 vendors servicing the 
neighbourhood.
ӏښҡအϽѬϡЅ႑صԾю
ൠѓ䩟ᅰسսО��р࠱ᗜՔ
䩟ࠔעረײс߅ϡھ䦚

1999The Adaptive 
Reuse 

Ordinance passes, allowing 
developers to renovate 
underused historic 
buildings as residences, 
setting the stage for a 
housing boom. 
䦯ࠚ൙Ӑ۱ѓ֚ਘ䦰ԠЏ֡О䩟
ኧܛчࢬ࠱ࣁЈٍѓଛࠍϡࣵ
䩟ѸۨЊ֙ྎѓಬ䩟йနࠃ
൙ؑؒ䦚ࠚϡڢϤऄϼ

2015DTLA 
stalwart 

Clifton’s, a cafeteria, 
reopens after four years, 
preserving 80 years of 
history. There is a booth 
here where author Ray 
Bradbury sat for decades.  
घ߅с࠼ܴ࠳ఖ&OLIWRQ䦦VҬОࣵЖ
܌䩟ՔϣћԳЈыࢬёϡף
䦚ЯӜӑрࣵڜड़Է��ёخ
䦛ᒀᐑ۱ТӓׇઆϦ&OLIWRQ䦦V
ё䩟ҟҋЁҿԷ䦯֟ѓ䦰ӏُ
֧ѓ࠼䦚؏ӏ֧കѼ۠ࡖخѵ䦚

2017The Wilshire 
Grand Center 

is completed and named 
the tallest building west of 
the Mississippi River.
ঌܨঌϽ࿐ℴ֞䩟ԜܴюЊ
઼՝՝ԝ૯՝зҙϡಎϳϽ
䦚
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Traditionally, real estate 
developers are agents of 
change, which can mean 
approaching landscapes with 
a Gold Rush mentality, 
demolishing structures and 
neighbourhood character in 
turn. But what DTLA needed 
was redevelopment – creating 
functional spaces from the 
existing beautiful, historic 
buildings. That’s the call Tyler 
Stonebreaker, founder of 
Creative Space, answered on 
behalf of a client – Handsome 
Coff ee, which then rebranded 
to Blue Bottle – nine years ago. 
Eschewing the idea of a 
one-size-fi ts-all type of space, 
he began rethinking 
development practices to give 
innovative entrepreneurs 
room for their unique, 
ambitious visions. Now, he 
adds, the change in the 
neighbourhood is palpable. 
“Downtown LA is being 
reactivated into a city centre 
that it hasn’t been since the 
’20s or ’30s,” he says. “There’s 
something about it that people 
respond to, regardless of 
where they’re from.” 

ᵌ߃ԑЂҼ
7\OHU�6WRQHEUHDNHU
ϡְภфϫԛ䦚Ѽґ䩟ᦈ᮲Ў߅शघٽ䩟зۆڽЯϣ҆તؖչϡڏϥׅԺϡ֍ҁҨ䩟ԔЇҺ࠱ࣁчݗϼ䩟сة
�Ϫ7\OHUދҼ䦚॰ёӓ䩟&UHDWLYH�6SDFHӢѓ߃နЊऴኝ䩟ࠃ䵋й֍ϩϡ݊ࣵࣁзؑϴϡ䩟ϲϥԳЈч߅ڵ
6WRQHEUHDNHUӔЊݏۺ+DQGVRPH�&RIIHH䩛؏ԘनԷћԳݱЊ%OXH�%RWWOH䩜ӑоҒটᕠຶ䦚јἎ࡛ࢡϣಋϡҼػѓม
݉䩟ԳЈߎڽчࣁϡНЌԛ䩟ԩґџЈఌрч༰Էئݻॸَࣘٴϡ؆ఀ䦚јҍਣࣘ䩟ѳЖֶ߅ϡчࣁӔԊ
ю䦚䦯ᦈ᮲Ў߅ڵѳԜԳЈൠҁ䩟юЊϣϫѐԜϡصЅК䩟ױєױІϼԒઔ��۠��ёڊйϰУϥ۰֏ᅲѳ䦚䦰
6WRQHEUHDNHUМѬ䦚䦯ѩںϥϰІ؛حϡϪ䩟ЁϾҩ϶Ѷ䦚䦰creativespace.us

The Space 
Creator 
TYLER 
STONEBREAKER

Los Angeles / ᦈ᮲

WHERE TO STAY ॕЈ֙

Housed in the 1927 masterpiece 
originally built for film studio 
giant United Artists, the ever-
hip Ace Hotel masterfully 
blends modern minimalism with 
early 20th-century glamour. 
Take a dip in the rooftop pool, 
or catch a show in its Gothic-
style theatre.  
एҰचߢڊϣ۴ϡ$FH�+RWHOԕѳࡢݻ
ӿ��Ԓઔ२ϡຓҨ๎ЊϣՂ䩟ނܦӓӱ
Њ����ёюϡࠃနီӑ䩟߲ϥ३әै
⢴ࡀѤؙϡሆঁࡨ䦚ϤᏲϺϳݡᄈ
ဩฌׂ䩟ڈϺֶނܦϡࢯख़ܴঁࡨಶ
 ۵䦚acehotel.com/losangelesڞ
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Four blocks from the iconic Walt 
Disney Concert Hall, The Standard, 
Downtown was set up in the 
former headquarters of Superior 
Oil, a 12-storey office building 
constructed in 1955. Unique 
offerings of the 207-room hotel 
include buzz-worthy DJs and a 
ping pong club.
ӿЯӜсئܓ࠳ၔ৸ٸӀԚயף
ཡϡ䦯7KH�6WDQGDUG��'RZQWRZQ䦰䩟֧
ҿ����ёюϡܟӿϳѼӠԍ6ޅXSHULRU�
2LOӓրחϽ֍ժ䩟ҙ��ৡ䦚؏٤ނܦ
ప���Ҽࠚۺ䩟ӎЖԥٕ'-Ӌᖦޗߵϩϣӛ
ᦗᨬܧ༤Ӏח䦚standardhotels.com
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Poketo was created almost by accident. To promote an 
art show, husband-and-wife team Ted Vadakan and 
Angie Myung created a quirky wallet – and it sold out. 
“For us, the idea was that art isn’t just something you 
put on walls or view in a sterile setting,” says Vadakan, 
“but something you can carry every day.” High design 
continues to meet the quotidian in the homeware, paper 
goods and new apparel at Poketo’s fl agship store in the 
Arts District, which, though aff ordable at the time, was 
a veritable ghost town when they opened in 2012. But 
now? “It’s one of the most talked-about areas in 
downtown LA,” says Vadakan. Later this year the 
fl agship, which doubles as a studio and hosts weekly 
events, will move into the Row DTLA, a 30-acre 
collective of newly repurposed pre-World War II 
buildings, just a few blocks away.

Ԙٷ߃ڏ
7HG�9DGDNDQӿ$QJLH�0\XQJ
3RNHWRӫলϥѩКᑗϡюҝ䦚ЊϦୌة
ϣϫਲफࣁऋ䩟ਜ਼ഀ६ׁ7HG�9DGDNDQӿ
$QJLH�0\XQJذޗϦϣܝঙدؿ䩟ѸҪُତ
⊊䦚9DGDNDQԣܾ䩭䦯ϢИگЊ䩟ਲफۘђ
ϥୈϨޫᚮේϼ䦙ϤѷϪҼଔڮϡࣁԘ䩟ґϥ
Нйҟϳܕඕϡֆ՝䦚䦰ҙٜذޗӿяѓԘ
ϡૠҁڮՐ䩟ߔϨрԘ䦙ௌԘфЖ֨آẬ
ч䩟ϣݗ࠶ڍԘНҿᦈ᮲ਲफ߅ϡሆװނ
Ϻ䦚ॏѼނᖪၪؖ۬௱䩟ԔјИϨ����ёыނ
Ж䩟϶ѶϥӜైԷӢϡӚڵ䦚ѳϨ֦䩲
䦯϶ѶӔԺюᦈ᮲Ўއ߅ڵի۵ڀϡչ
ѡ䦚䦰9DGDNDQМ䦚ሆނӱᄦ֞ذޗӑॣ䩟
ҟլҲϤӎ҅ҁ䦚ѵёᆄћ䩟؏ނԕϾቜ
۠ӫϫঅ֔߅ϡ5RZ�'7/$䵋ϣϫშс��
߭ᣅϡЄѓಬҺҼ䩟ۥЄӏԏڕڕӓࣵ
န҅٩ґю䦚�poketo.comࠃ

The Tastemakers  
TED VADAKAN AND ANGIE MYUNG

WHERE TO 
SHOP
ՙґٴ

With more than a quarter-
million new and used books, 
graphic novels and vinyl 
records, The Last Bookstore 
isn’t just for bibliophiles. 
Peruse the tunnels made of 
books, the shelves of colour-
coordinated tomes and the 
in-house art gallery. 
7KH�/DVW�%RRNVWRUHݣϩսОݛ��ӆҪ
ЈߵԏѲڣጭ䦙֖ࢰۀЩМфܪᄶݝ
ә䦚֖Ѕϡ䦯ᧄѬ䦰ڣۥӆߵԚӎա
НϺЩࡔବ६ю䦚ڣϡ࠶ٕڣেڍ
ਲᚮಎ䦚lastbookstorela.com
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Apolis is a menswear and 
accessories brand founded 
by brothers Raan and Shea 
Parton in 2004. Working 
with small manufacturers 
both local and global, Apolis 
aims to incite social change 
through industry. 
ԲࡈߵآிԘन$SROLVۥး5DDQ�
3DUWRQф6KHD�3DUWRQҿ����ё߹䩟
јИӿԄсй۠ҪܧЩТׁ࠱ݗ
ӑ䩟ਧОЖآЊघϾծϰׅԺ䦚
apolisglobal.com

Where magnificent early 20th-
century industrial buildings 
once housed a produce 
market now lives the Row 
DTLA, an evolving compound 
for independent brands to go 
big. Tartine Manufactory, an 
ambitious bakery and coffee 
project, is set to open here 
in October. 
5RZ�'7/$߲ϥԄсзЯӜహݗԘص
ԾϡӛϨс䩟۵ӓകϤऄчࣁ䩟џݻ
߹ԘनϩҚϾϽࣁᎫऍ䩟Ғ࠼ୗ࣯۵
7DUWLQH�0DQXIDFWRU\۬ԕҿ��֊Ք
ы䦚rowdtla.comIm
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WHERE TO DRINK ♗☮ұի

Anchored by a massive faux Redwood tree that grows upward through three 
fl oors, the kitschy, woodland-themed Clifton’s has been a DTLA institution 
since opening in 1935, when it served hot meals to the needy for free and asked 
for payment from those who could aff ord it. A multi-million dollar renovation 
allowed Clifton’s to open a bar within a bar late last year. Though modern, the 
stunning new Pacifi c Seas looks back to Clifton’s founding era, celebrating the 
tiki cocktail culture born in Los Angeles at the hands of Don the Beachcomber 
and Trader Vic decades ago. At the Seas’ helm is head bartender Nick del 
Negro, a New York transplant and young gun in the spirits world. “It’s a 
delicate balance,” del Negro says of the cocktails, “to fi nd a way to celebrate 
the decades of history and then also fi nd a way to add to it.” Look for enduring 
tiki classics made to spec like the dark rum and citrus-based Missionary’s 
Downfall and the pineapple and light rum-packed Three Dots and a Dash. A 
few modern updates, with twists like house-made ginger-clove-hibiscus syrup, 
debut this autumn. 

ਘޅրܦ݇
䦧&DSWDLQ䦨�1LFN�GHO�1HJUR
ϣᇣืቄѧৡϡैϪی߃ᦈக䩟юЊϦᇗੑܡҰ֤࠼ܦ
щ&OLIWRQ䦦Vϡ݊ѡޗ䦚І����ёϨᦈ᮲Ў߅ڵыйϰ䩟
϶ѶϣׯйघҚภϡܴػӑ䩟ЊϩؑϴϪ٤పٮݪչ
ޞӓ䩟&OLIWRQ䦦Vᕷڜѓ䦚ϤٮԼּۺϩҬ௵ЌҨϡઆז䩟ђ࠼
�щ䦚ЈࠪԾϡ3DFLILFܦщЅϡܦϦϣҼ߃ࠃ䩟ࢬѤׄݛ࡛
6HDV۴݇ಎࠪ䩟ԔЇ߈خϦ&OLIWRQ䦦Vы२ϡئݻዝࣹ䩟ז
ᦈ᮲ϡ7LNLޯлգєযഅܦҹ٩ঊ෧䩟϶੦ҹ٩ҿُёӓۥ
'RQ�WKH�%HDFKFRPEHUф7UDGHU�9LFы૯䦚3DFLILF�6HDV۰ຟ݇
рЈ϶ߵϡЈլ䦚јড֎ܦ1LFN�GHO�1HJURϰІኯए䩟ϥؓܦ
އԘ҆Ԑྕܦёࣵϡযഅ䩭䦯ϢИхӔϩُܦщϡযഅܦ
۠䩟ӎЖЇڀՊᬮЈׄঈ䩟ԄЅϡכ႗ѡڛૅۓЏ௱䦚䦰
ߵ䩟Ғ0LVVLRQDU\䦦V�'RZQIDOOܦҬਹ7LNLযഅܝϪНԘᅎЄۺ
7KUHH�'RWV�DQG�D�'DVKҳ䦚֔ࡔ䩟ϣ࠶ڍಎࠪযഅܦѸӸՊݻ
ڠфᢩᕣՐϡІр३ਫ਼ቢ䩟ԕҿѵܫ၉ᚥׁᏩ䦙౨د䩟ࢧ୰ئ
Ԑо䦚cliftonsla.com/pacifi cseas

The Drink Slinger 
“CAPTAIN” NICK DEL NEGRO

The Spirit Guild has been likened to 
Willy Wonka’s factory – but instead 
of chocolate and sweets, booze is 
their vice. Tour the distillery and sip 
the gins and liqueurs they make using 
whole fruit from Californian farms. 
7KH�6SLULW�*XLOGϲҒ䦯ࣼ१ਙ䦰ϡᗌࣲҨ֞ྃ
䵋ϤОױሯ␏ྃТݗϡϥѤܦ䩟ґۘᗌࣲҨਫ਼
ҝ䦚јИйӸ߮హԾ҆ယϡһҝᗟ३₮ܦф۱
䦚ܦ፺Ѥܫҏඁ䩟УНԘᅎ۾ۺ䩟භܦט
thespiritguild.com 

Edison is a swanky lounge in the 
basement of an old nuclear power 
plant, where early 20th-century 
glitz lives on among burlesque 
dancers and high ceilings. 
Ў߅ڵϡԉҼสӀչѡ䩟ҍվЏओЖ
ӿွܓҿϣӱϡ(GLVRQ䦚ܦױᚮ֧ҿϣӏ
ಚӇྃϡсᆞѶ䩟Ϩ��㤋ҙϡ݄Ў䩟
ܓϡՙଢ䩟҅ѳ��Ԓઔ२ܮଢ╟ՙ֟
գ䦚ܡ
edisondowntown.com

Traditionally a spirit of the 
working class in Oaxaca, 

Mexico, mezcal is having a 
long-awaited moment in the 

States. Los Angeles, with 
its proximity to the Mexican 

border, is privy to some 
particularly good pours of the 
smoky spirit. Bar Amá shakes 
up creative mezcal cocktails, 

while Mezcalero’s Taco 
Tuesday special discounts its 
agave-based spirits by half. 

йၢ՝ٷϡДϮܦϼ䩟Ⴐট१ঌة
ᐩՀ१߮ϡঢ֨֞ϪЊҰ䦚Ж۠ѵࢯ
я䩟϶҆ծϩଔ⧶գڏϡϮܦ䩟ϨѤ
лٽҿԠЏϩϡڀ؆䦚ᦈ᮲ረײ
ၢ՝॒נࢯ䩟ϴഎ؏҆ϣԵݗԘІ
ѼϥډҒބ䦚%DU�$P䲋ҰӋႰট१
ঌҺযഅܦ䩟ґ0H]FDOHURҟၠլ
ԏЁϾҲ䦯7DFR�7XHVGD\䦰Ԑܰ
䦚٢పٻԘϣಋйܦ䩟हድ୪ݿ

bar-ama.com; 
mezcalerodtla.com

MAINLY MEZCAL
Ⴐট१ঌܦչ

Los Angeles / ᦈ᮲
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Raised in Laguna Beach, a Southern California 
community informed equally by the arts as well as 
tourism, Cindy Schwarzstein was practically bred to 
explore – and moving to DTLA’s Arts District only 
intensifi ed that dual passion. “It’s been like the Wild West 
for the last few years down here,” she says, referring to 
the fact that while downtown LA has scrubbed up to a 
degree, pockets of its grit are still evident, though that 
may very well be part of the area’s draw. Schwarzstein 
founded Cartwheel Art Tours to help visitors and locals 
understand her neighbourhood as well as to satisfy her 
love for both art and exploration. The Underground LA 
tour she developed for Hotel Indigo off ers exclusive access 
to private properties and uncovers the city’s subterranean 
Prohibition history through bygone Hollywood glam-
era haunts. 

ਲफܺϪ
&LQG\�6FKZDU]VWHLQ
�
&LQG\�6FKZDU]VWHLQҿਲफӿׂ߫Գ
ϡ۪Ӹࣲ߮ࠁ߅ڵฤᅼюӕ䩟НЂґ
Ҍ䩟ԧІЩϲਭዽҿਲफዝࣹҏЅ䩟
Џһ䦚ԧ־ѸϥҒ߅ڵᦈ᮲Ў۠
М䩭䦯ОЧӫё䩟ࣲࠁฤϲҒᄯᦒϡѤ
лϽ՝ܚ䦚䦰ԧ܋о䩟ॏѼ؏߅ԣӌׇ
৬䩟ԔϣҒ૽܊䩟ъѶԷӢϥϽਗ਼
ෲϤϥԷᵐ۔с䦚ϤО϶Їϡుٷ
ຓҨҏϣ䦚6FKZDU]VWHLQю߹&DUWZKHHO�
$UW�7RXUVϡ֍ӹ䩟ङϦೖಽϽੁϦثЎ
෬ϡչ߅ԧхਲफфघ߿ٴ䩟Ї߅ڵ
ἲ䦚ԧЊ߭ၔ۴ذޗނܦϡ䦯сЎᦈ
᮲ҏ߫䦰ծ֨۾ӿٷϪ䩟ਧ
Оႍ۾Ѧ҅ؖࢶЖڊϡܡܓсѡ䩟ဌ
ыᦈ᮲৬ЊϪҌϡࣵܦ䦚
cartwheelart.com

The Savvy Insider 
CINDY SCHWARZSTEIN

PLACES TO VISIT
Ҵኣգׇ

Resident has a particularly 
vibrant history told in part 
through the décor, which 
reflects the co-owner’s former 
life as a set designer and auto 
mechanic. Part beer garden, 
part music venue, it serves 
liquor from an old Airstream.  
5HVLGHQW૽ϥጂܦՐࡩ䩟ЇϥٸӀ
ࠟоԾс䩟Էܦщޗҿϣҡϡ
$LUVWUHDPਗ਼ॺӝҏϼ䦚5HVLGHQWԷЅ
ϣ֧ֆҰ߲ҬԩѨॡؓذޗфଋ
ӝۆ䩟ԾсآԜϮྱބ϶Ҕ
ѡ䦚residentdtla.com

After an extended closure, the 
iconic Angels Flight funicular 
railway reopens this month to 
take passengers on a scenic 
ride up the steep Bunker Hill 
slope, much like it did when it 
debuted in 1901.  
աࠡϡϳٍੌ࡞ةٴეЄёћ䩟ࣘ߾
բᵪӝٽҿԳЈॺػ䩟ࠪϼᶮᐦϡᕹ
��䩟Ӑѳځ��ё۰֏֡ӝЖϡ
є䦚angelsflight.org

    

During Prohibition (1920–1933), 
downtown Los Angeles’ residents 
found creative ways around the 

alcohol ban. Up to 11 miles of 
service tunnels led to basement 

speakeasies fronted by seemingly 
legitimate businesses. One such 

business, King Eddy Saloon, 
masqueraded as a piano store. 
Today, the thriving saloon has 

moved upstairs, but its basement 
remains part of the tunnel system, 

complete with graffiti murals.  
ܦЖ䩛����ё۠����ё䩜ϡᦈ᮲Ў
х䦚јИ䩟йԇыТӌϡҤܴھ߅ڵ
йׁ֚ނ࠱՞ӌЊḯж䩟ԷЎޗϩӕܺ
��߭ѦϡсѬ䩟֡ܦ֚ۘ܊щ䦚ԄЅ.LQJ�
(GG\�6DORRQϲйྙᅄނЊትி䦚ѵϳ䩟϶
ҼׅϺсϼҬॺϡܦщϪӰኸኸ䩟с݄
ᧄѬѼࡖخ䦚kingeddysaloon.com

PROHIBITION IN 
LOS ANGELES

ڊёء܉

Los Angeles / ᦈ᮲
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On any given day, an 
architectural marvel on Grand 
Avenue has a line out the door. 
But it’s not a club people are 
waiting to enter – it’s a museum. 
In just two years, The Broad has 
become a must-see in Los 
Angeles, attracting millions of 
visitors with its socially relevant 
contemporary art exhibits and 
roster of performance programs. 
Admission is always free, which  
keeps the museum’s collection 
accessible for everybody, 
especially the neighbourhood’s 
original residents. “You have 
this incredibly, beautifully 
diverse population in 
downtown,” explains Ed Patuto, 
who is the Broad’s director of 
audience engagement. “It was 
important that we take care of 
our own backyard fi rst, where 
there’s so much happening right 
now in terms of the arts. It’s 
really quite impressive.” 

ѕఖ֟р
(G�3DWXWR
۴୪ϽѬϼϡϣӏᒩ໖ࠃန՞֔䩟ҟϳրϥϽٕӕह䦚Ԕ϶ۘչ՞൨хԾс䩟ґϥϣҼѕఖ䦚ߦߦҔёҏҼ䩟
߫ذݛښ۵䩟ُйڞԣࠟߵਲफԘڊйघϾӑЊ֤୰ϡԄ࠶ڍѡ䩟ϣఖӔюЊϤНӯОϡᦈ᮲ख़ѕ
րࠔఖիੁૠҁѨख़ѕ䦚ھصϡঅᗝֶ߅ԇϥئԘ䩟ࣁӛϩϪЁЌಶخՊԾ䩟৯ٮݪఖ䦚ѕ۾ӓϰۺ
ฬ(G�3DWXWRثౠ䩭䦯Ўݣ߅ڵϩЄׄ٩ϡչєळੁ䩟ױݞϢИؕ۰؏આӆھ߅䦚϶Ѷϡਲफҹࡗ٩ҏஶࣥ䩟
ਘϪٹࢣ䦚䦰thebroad.org

The Museum 
Maven  
ED PATUTO

WHAT TO SEE ؆ңഄᑱ

At the Museum of Contemporary Art (MOCA), 
an impressive array of post-1940 works 
represents masters like Jackson Pollock and 
Andy Warhol, among others. The gift shop has 
souvenirs both highbrow and affordable. 
Ԅڊਲफѕఖ䩛02&$䩜ੵেੁЄҿ����ёҏћӑϡ
ਲफԘ䩟оІம䦙ᒀӹ䦙ԥၔᕲႍҳਲफϽؓѲ
દ䩟ਘϪᄥЊঝ䦚ఖֶϡٗԘނӎЖއϩҙ٢фӢϡ
ઔ݉Ԙ䩟ஶ᭙ۥϪ䦚moca.org

Lauded as the most important orchestra in 
America, the Los Angeles Philharmonic hosts 
the season’s opening night in September, but 
year-round visitors can tour its home at Walt 
Disney Concert Hall, a Frank Gehry–designed 
architectural masterpiece. 
ᦈ᮲ДӀԠኲЊѤлзࡢд֝ϡ܉᛭Ӏࣗ䩟ԕҿӆ֊
ҲӀဌ௷ҏ١䦚Էࠟоऴсئܓၔ৸ٸӀҪёыӵ
۾䩟ؚᑏࠃနϽؓ ϡӜӑ䦚laphil.com

A host of truly unique gallery experiences, like 
the Velveteria Museum of Velvet Paintings, line 
Chung King Road in Chinatown, which is part 
of DTLA or on the border, depending on who 
you ask. 
࿔ϪঅԳদբအుۀ၌ԇகϣᵓϡਲᚮՂࡐ䩟د၉
9HOYHWHULDࡉᇧਲफѕఖ䦚ϩԈϪگЊ؏с٥ݫҿᦈ᮲
Ў߅ڵϡϣחд䩟ϩԈϪछگЊؚ֧נ߅ڵ؛֎ϼ䦚
velveteria.com
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Los Angeles is the land of promise. That’s how chefs and 
co-founders Sarah Hymanson and Sara Kramer saw it 
when they relocated from Brooklyn, New York, to open 
Madcapra in Grand Central Market three years ago. “It 
was an exciting place to be and still is. There was space 
for us to be part of a newer conversation,” says 
Hymanson. “Downtown Los Angeles is in the middle of a 
culinary renaissance, which ties directly to its rich 
history. The Grand Central Market is a perfect example 
– established a hundred years ago, it’s now the site of a 
vibrant and resurgent new food landscape.” People 
commute for the falafel on Madcapra’s Middle Eastern-
inspired menu – but those are just gateways to other 
California-tinged creations, like The Green, a sandwich 
or salad with falafel, caulifl ower, pickled fennel, labneh, 
cilantro and mint; and the tomato salad with cardamom 
and chilli.  

ओѽࣼص
6DUDK�+\PDQVRQ
ᦈ᮲ϥْЂҏс䦚ѧёӓ䩟ӱЊၸؓϡ
6DUDK�+\PDQVRQӿ6DUD�.UDPHUЊϦӢѳْ
Ђ䩟ݺӡۥኯएჁቜ۠ڵ䩟ҿЅ႑ص
Ծы0ޗDGFDSUD䦚䦯϶ѶϣׯЁϥϫϩঙϡ
сҤ䩟ОЧфѳϨЁϥ䩟ϢИϩюЊЈع
ϡϣдж䦚䦰+\PDQVRQМ䦚䦯ᦈ᮲Ўڵ
䩟ӿԷஶࣥࣵጩᆏڊୗࣱЖ࠼ߚԜ߅
Ԛ䩟Ѕ႑صԾϲϥϣϫϮຎж䦚ؚҿ���ё
ӓю䩟ѳϨӔ᧼ԺюЊୗېҹ٩ϡԳТҏ
с䩟ࣘٴசӠ҅Ҩ䦚䦰0DGFDSUDϡުܴଥኄ
Ѕֆգڏ䩟ϤվۺϪ֟ࡄӓϰԘᅎຝኌબ࠵
ખ䩟Ԕ࠼ඩϩڀՊӸ߮ׄঈϡѤې䩟Ғ7KH�
*UHHQ䩟سѧҹڈಋࡈຝኌબ࠵ખ䦙ު
Ր䦙᠇Ṗܫ䦙ܨᗷဧ䦙☓☾фႍ䩮йߵ
Щሰ᪃൶༛ᅻಋҳ䦚
madcapra.com

The Market Queen  
SARAH HYMANSON

Hong Kong Airlines launches 
routes to Los Angeles in 
December. For more information, 
visit hongkongairlines.com

ϰ܊ҪЈృ۷ޗԕҿ��֊ы୯ృܫ
་ѸЄళ֥䩟Վॾऋݓ୯ӿᦈ᮲䦚ܫ
KRQJNRQJDLUOLQHV�FRP

WHAT TO EAT
Ќ֝ਣѰۖ

Opened in 1908, Cole’s claims to 
be the city’s oldest public house 
and the inventors of a truly 
iconic LA sandwich: the French 
dip (roast beef baguette). Pair 
it with a cocktail in the hidden 
speakeasy, The Varnish, located 
in the back.  
&ROH䦦Vҿ����ёы䩟ࣞिϥࣵڵ
зڜϡܦఖߵЯӜᦈ᮲ѧҹ
)UHQFK�GLS䩛ಮܵد֚ރ䩜ϡчс䦚
આۺѸНᆄർ܌䩟Ϻѓ߅࠼ћҤϡೆ
䦚ܦщ7KH�9DUQLVKԘᅎযഅܦ઼
213hospitality.com/coles 
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Manuela chef Wes Whitsell 
draws heavily upon the 
smoking, fermenting and 
pickling methods of his Texas 
heritage to create inspired 
plates that are worthy of the 
acclaimed Hauser & Wirth 
gallery, where the gorgeous 
restaurant resides. 
0DQXHODϡख़߮Ұၸ:HV�:KLWVHOOػѓ
Էрϡଔ⧶䦙чᥨф᠇Ѳ֚᠑३
�֧ҿЯӜਲᚮ+DXVHU࠼䦚ېҺѤ
	�:LUWKҏֶ䦚
manuela-la.com 
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